
 
 
 
 
 
 
ABOUT US 
 
Since 1992, RATIONALE has delivered Luminous Skin for Life with a luxurious suite of formulations and treatment 
experiences that enlighten and transform. From our world-leading research laboratory at RATIONALE HQ in Melbourne, 
Australia we remain compelled to develop superlative formulations which offer unparalleled environmental skin protection 
and repair, restoring natural beauty and radiance. 
 
 
THE POSITION 
 
RATIONALE is delighted to share an opportunity for experienced Facial Therapists to join our new RATIONALE Flagship 
stores in Raffles City and Tang Plaza in full-time positions. 
 
As a RATIONALE Facial Therapist, you are practiced in delivering the highest level of customer service and achieving 
exemplary sales results. In this role you will provide your Clients with world-class luxury facial treatments, exceptional skin 
consultations, and bespoke product recommendations. You will provide memorable and authentic Client interactions, 
ensuring each Client leaves feeling their best with our signature glow. 
 
Whilst your experience is required, our dedicated Education Team will ensure you are trained across our product 
formulations and facial treatments from the time you begin with us, and consistently throughout your career with 
RATIONALE. 
 
 
THE PERFECT PROFILE 
 
The role of a Skin Consultant requires a base knowledge of skin physiology and ingredients. In addition to your positive and 
enthusiastic nature, and passion for results-driven skincare, ideally you will hold: 
 

• Higher Secondary/Pre-U/'A' Level, Professional Certificate/NiTEC, Diploma, Advanced/Higher/Graduate Diploma 

• Previous experience as a Spa or Facial Therapist (1+ years performing facials/skin consultations) 

• Previous experience in a luxury retail environment, cosmetics or skincare 

• Passion for providing consistent and exceptional Client experiences 

• Able to display a genuine commitment to your Clients in achieving their skin goals 

• Excellent interpersonal skills, time management and organisation skills 

• Actively participate in positively contributing to the culture of your Flagship Team 

• A desire to learn the RATIONALE formulation and facial treatment range 
 
 
ON OFFER TO YOU 
 
At RATIONALE, we believe that our ability to deliver luminous skin for life is ultimately due to the exceptional employees 
we have working for us. Our employees are at the heart of every decision we make. We commit to providing personal and 
professional development through incredible training initiatives and a focus on career progression.  
 
We love to reward and recognise each employee’s contributions through competitive salary packages, commission-based 
bonuses and value awards. You will also receive an annual RATIONALE product allowance and monthly treatments. 
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